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Muscovy's active period of eastward expansion began with th
conquest of the Khanate of Kazan' in 1552. By the seventeenth cen
tury, one observer claimed that the conquest of Kazan' was the even
that made Ivan IV a tsar and Muscovy an empire.2 With this victory
the tsar claimed new lands, adding to his subjects the diverse animis
tic and Muslim population of Turkic Tatars and Chuvashes, an
Finno-Ugric Maris, Mordvins, and Udmurts. The conquest of Kazan
provided both the Metropolitan of Moscow and Ivan IV (the Terrible
an opportunity to transform the image of Muscovy into that o a
victorious Orthodox power and to justify the title of its Grand Princ
as a new caesar (tsar). Since the conquest was the first Orthodo
victory against Islam since the fall of Constantinople, commemora
tions of it were immediate, including the construction of the Churc
of the Intercession by the Moat (St. Basil's) on Red Square.

The incorporation of the lands and peoples of Kazan' has serve
traditionally to date the establishment of the Russian Empire. Ac
counts of the conquest have emphasized the victory of Orthodox
against Islam, with the Russian Orthodox Church and its Metropoli
tan as the motive force behind this expansion. The conversion of th
Muslims and animists of the region is portrayed frequently as auto
matic, facing little resistance.3 More recently, scholars have criticize

1. I thank Mack Holt, Paul Hibbeln, and Eve Levin for their comments and suggestions
as well as M. A. Johnson and the Hilandar Research Library for their support.

2. This idea appears in the first paragraph of Kotoshikhin's description of the Muscovit
government: G. K. Kotoshikhin, O Rossii v tsarstvovnanie Aleksei Mikhailovicha (Moscow
Rosspen, 2000), 22.

3. Apollon Mozharovskii, "Izlozhenie khoda missionerskago dela po prosveshchenii
khristianstvom kazanskikh inorodtsev s 1552 do 1867 god," in Chteniia v imperatorskom
obshchestve (Moscow: Universiteta tipografiia, 1880), 1-237; Apollon Mozharovskii, "Po
istorii prosveshcheniia Nizhegorodskikh Mordvy," Nizhegorodskie eparkhial'nye vedo-
mosti 16 (1890): 664-74; N. V. Nikol'skii, "Khristianstvo sredi chuvash Sredneg
Povolzh'ia v XVI-XVIII vekakh: Istoricheskii ocherk," Izvestiia obshchestva arkheologii,
istorii i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitete 28 (1912): 1-416; Chanta
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this simplistic account of the conquest by discussing the conversion
mission as a rhetorical construct and have placed increasing emphasis
on the local non-Russian and non-Orthodox resistance to the interests
of the Church and state. Janet Martin, for one, has produced severa
articles specifically on the issue of tolerance toward elite Musli
Tatars of Kazan' in service to the tsar.5 This article will approac the
history of the Russian Orthodox Church in the territory of the forme
Khanate of Kazan' by considering the role of the Church as an integra
component of Muscovite colonization after the conquest. It wil argue
that while a conversion mission developed in the second half of the
seventeenth century, this was the result of the long-term establish
ment of secular power and religious institutions along the frontie
rather than an immediate response to the events of 1552.

The Orthodox Church became a pervasive presence in the tsar's
new territory following the conquest. It established churches, monas
teries, and convents in Kazan' as well as in the new Muscovit
outposts and towns. Secular financial support enabled thes new
institutions to secure Muscovite control over the region, whethe it
was due to monasteries and convents functioning as part o the
physical defenses of the region or developing the local economi
resources. Over time, these institutions developed a unique local
identity based on their economic, juridical, and military roles in the
frontier, becoming an integrated component of the Muscovite govern
ment's control over the local population. Furthermore, Russia Or-

Lermercier-Quelquejay, "Les missions orthodoxes en pays musulmans de moyenne-e
basse-Volga 1552-1865," Cahiers du monde russe 8:4 (1967): 369-403.

4. These include Jaroslaw Pelenski, Russia and Kazan: Conquest and Imperial Ideology
(1438-1560s) (The Hague: Mouton, 1974); Andreas Kappaeler, Russlands erste Nation-
alitdten: Das Zarenreich und die Volker der Mittleren Wolga vom 16 bis. 19. Jahrhundert
(Cologne: Bohlau, 1982), 129-36, 198-243, 321-67; Adjar Nogmanov, "devolutio de
la legislation sur les musulmans de Russie, de la conquete de Qazan a la guerr de
Crimee," in L'Islam de Russie: Conscience communautaire et autonomie politique chez les
Tatars de la Volga et de YOural depuis le XVIIIe siecle, ed. Stephane A. Dudoignon Damir
Is'haqov, and Rafyq Mohammatshin (Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1997), 115-30 I. K.
Zagidullin, "Khristianizatsiia tatar Srednego Povolzh'ia vo vtoroi polovine XVI-XVI
vv.," Uchenye zapiski Tatarskogo gosudarstvennogo gumantarnogo instituta 1 (1997) 113-
65; F. M. Sultanov, Islam i Tatarskoe natsional'noe dvizhenie v Rossiiskom i mirovom
musul'manskom kontekste: Istoriia i sovremennost' (Kazan', Russia: RITs Shkola 1999),
50-56; and Michael Khodarkovsky, "The Conversion of Non-Christians in Earl Mod-
ern Russia," in Of Religion and Empire: Missions, Conversion, and Tolerance in Tsarist
Russia, ed. Robert P. Geraci and Michael Khodarkovsky (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornel Univer-
sity Press, 2001), 115-43.

5. Janet Martin, "The Novokshcheny of Novgorod: Assimilation in the 16th Century,
Central Asian Survey 9:2 (1990): 13-38; Martin, "Multiethnicity in Muscovy: A Consid-
eration of Christian and Muslim Tatars in the 1550s-1580s," Journal of Early Modern
History 5:1 (2001): 1-23; and Martin, "Tatars in the Muscovite Army durin the
Livonian War," in The Military and Society in Russia, 1450-1917, ed. Eric Loh and
Marshall Poe (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 365-87.
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thodoxy adapted to its new conditions on the frontier. The local
churches and monasteries witnessed the discovery of new saints and
miraculous icons, demonstrating the gradual success of Orthodoxy's
integration in non-Orthodox territory.

Overall, this was a process that would have been familia in any
Christian country of the early modern era. In particular, Hein Schil-
ling's model of "confessional" Europe as it applied to Reformation-er
Germany suggests many parallels to the case of Muscovy and the
lands and people of the former Khanate. In both cases, the combine
forces of church and state united to instill moral discipline amon the
laity while at the same time building a stronger and more centralize
political control. Though Schilling dismissed the applicabilit of this
model to the Orthodox world, the similar processes sugges that
confessionalization may describe more broadly the method of early
modern state building than has previously been discussed.

In the end, perhaps the greatest difference between German and
Muscovy was the Russian Orthodox Church's limited succes in in-
spiring the conversion of the local non-Russian population t Ortho-
doxy. The Church and its members were restricted by a serie of
compromises and challenges. At the forefront of these issues were the
absence of trained personnel to lead a potential conversion mission
and geopolitical security pressures that resulted in the tsar's promise
to the Ottoman Sultan that the conversion of Muslims insid Mus-
covy's borders was not his intention. For conversion to becom the
goal of the Russian Orthodox Church on the frontier, it coul only
happen once these issues had been resolved. Therefore, th confes-
sional transformation of the local populace was even mor distant
from the establishment of political control. The mission coul only
begin after a lengthy delay, and after the Church successfull had
become an important institution in the countryside, a par of the
state's economic and administrative apparatus.

I. AN ORTHODOX CONQUEST

As the Russian Orthodox Church's interest in Kazan' developed it
would have been hard to predict that the conversion of the region's
Muslims was not its primary goal. Without question, the conques of

6. Heinz Schilling, "Confessional Europe," in Handbook of European History 1400-1600:
Late Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation, ed. Thomas A. Brady, Jr. Heiko A.
Oberman, and James D. Tracy (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995), 2:641-81 and
Heinz Schilling, "Confessionalization: Historical and Scholarly Perspective of a Com-
parative and Interdisciplinary Paradigm," in Confessionalization in Europe, 1555-1700:
Essays in Honor and Memory ofBodo Nischan, ed. John M. Headley, Hans J. Hillerbrand,
and Anthony J. Papalas (Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, 2004), 21-35.
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the Khanate was presaged by a series of polemical attacks against
Islam. Russian Orthodoxy, however, contributed much more to Mus-
covite control over the region than symbolic language that justified
the conquest. Local Orthodox churchmen and institutions in the re-
gion participated in the process of developing a unique identity fo
the Church on the frontier, culminating in the new miracle cult
centered in Kazan'. Between the new cults and the physical presenc
of the Church, the Khanate of Kazan' was claimed as Orthodox space
These actions provided visible proof that the rhetoric of the conques
was fulfilled, even if these actions failed to produce any notabl
conversions from the local populace.7

Russian Orthodox rhetoric dominated the call for the conques of
the Khanate of Kazan', becoming the public voice of Muscovy'
decision to expand to its east. Metropolitan Makarii of Moscow, th
head of the Russian Orthodox Church, joined ongoing debates in th
early 1550s about the potential conquest. Makarii was a long-ter
advocate for the necessity of converting Muscovy's non-Orthodo
populations; as the archbishop of Novgorod and Pskov earlier in hi
career, he had dedicated himself toward the task among Novgorod'
extensive territories in the north.8 As metropolitan, Makarii de
manded the conquest and conversion of the Khanate of Kazan' as an
extension of his earlier actions. Makarii blessed Ivan IV's decision to
attack the Khanate for "the holy churches and for Orthodox Chris
tianity."9 Muscovy would conquer the Khanate, and the Churc
would convert its populace to the true faith.

Under Makarii's influence, the war against the Khanate was fough
as a religious struggle of the Church Militant. Once military maneu
vers began, he exhorted more virtuous behavior from Ivan's arm
stationed in Sviiazhsk, the Muscovite fort near Kazan'. Makarii prom
ised the army God's blessing for their holy work, because the Tatar
of Kazan' had "shamed the word of God" and "desecrated" the faith
For the Muslims' impiety, Makarii predicted the "furious wrath of
God," which would bring victory for the army, fulfilling their ne

7. For a discussion of the political, economic, and religious motivations for the campaign
see Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, 23-61.

8. Letter 28, 25 March 1534, Dopolneniia k aktam istoricheskim, sobranniia i izdaniia
arkheograficheskoiu kommisseiu (St. Petersburg: Izdatel'stvo arkheograficheskoi kommis
sii, 1846), 1:27-30. See also Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, 177-96. For a discussio of
Makarii's career, see Makarii Veretennikov, Moskovskii mitropolit Makarii i ego vremia
(Moscow: Izdatel'stvo Spaso-Preobrazhenskogo Valaamskogo Monastyria, 1996).

9. Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisei (hereafter PSRL), vol. 29, Letopisets nachala tsarstva tsaria
i velikogo kniazia Ivana Vasil'evicha (St. Petersburg: Izdatel'stvo arkheografichesko
kommissii, 1862), 58.
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role as holy defenders of Orthodoxy.10 With Metropolitan Makarii's
decision to record his warning to the troops, the Church began a
conscious process to present the image of the military actions as a
righteous crusade. After the victory, a new icon, "Blessed is the Hos
of the Heavenly Tsar," was painted in commemoration of the victory
it was displayed in the Kremlin's Dormition Cathedral. The imag
confirmed the earlier rhetoric: Archangel Michael led Ivan IV and th
Muscovite army back from Kazan, while numerous angels brough
martyrs' crowns to those fallen in battle.11 In Moscow, therefore, th
polemical attack had become a visible reality.

To further connect the military conquest to religious imperatives
Makarii employed Russian Orthodox rituals to support Ivan IV per
sonally in 1552. He blessed the tsar before his departure in a publi
ceremony in Moscow. Ivan IV himself highlighted the connectio
between Orthodox ritual and conquest by stopping in Vladimir an
Murom for blessings at their cathedrals. When Ivan arrived in Svii
azhsk, the new Muscovite fort across the river from Kazan', he pro
ceeded immediately to its new church for a local blessing. This ritua
connection culminated after Ivan took Kazan', when he commande
that a church be built on the spot where his banner stood durin
battle.12 This event was followed almost immediately with his estab
lishment of the region's first monastery, the Zilantov Uspenskii Mon
astery, located outside of the city walls, reinforcing the intrusion o
Orthodoxy into formerly Muslim territory.13

Following the successful conquest and the establishment of the firs
monastery and church in Kazan', the Russian Orthodox hierarch
took three years to prepare for the organization of the new archbish
opric in Kazan'. The first archbishop did not arrive in the city unti
July 28,1555, following a series of ceremonies designed to raise publi
awareness and connect the city of Kazan' symbolically with Moscow

10. Letter 159, 25 May 1552, Akty istoricheskie, sobrannye i izdannye arkheograficheskoiu
kommissieiu (St. Petersburg: Izdatel'stvo arkheograficheskoi kommissii, 1841), 1:287-90
see also a later epistle 160, 13-20 July 1552, Akty istorischeskie, 1:290-96. In addition t
the metropolitan, Archbishop Feodosii of Novgorod called a campaign against th
Tatars as early as 1545-46: Letter 37, Dopolneniia, 1:38-40.

11. For a thorough analysis of this icon and the development of Orthodoxy's Churc
Militant, see Daniel Rowland, "Biblical Military Imagery in the Political Culture o
Early Modern Russia: The Blessed Host of the Heavenly Tsar," in Medieval Russian
Culture: Volume II, ed. Michael S. Flier and Daniel Rowland (Berkeley: University o
California Press, 1994), 182-217.

12. Nancy Shields Kollmann, "Pilgrimage, Procession, and Symbolic Space in Sixteenth
Century Russian Politics," in Medieval Russian Culture: Volume II, ed. Michael S. Flie
and Daniel Rowland, 177.

13. Matthew P. Romaniello, "Controlling the Frontier: Monasteries and Infrastructure i
the Volga Region, 1552-1682," Central Asian Survey 19:3-4 (2000): 429-43.
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The most complete account of these events is the combined vitae of
Kazan's first archbishop, Gurii, and one of the elite churchmen who
accompanied him, Archimandrite Varsonofii.14 The Church records,
including the vitae, emphasized that a request from the new Musco
vite governor in Kazan' inspired the decision to create an archbish
opric for the city. This presentation of the events stresses tha the
institutional Church did not arrive during an invasion, but i re-
sponse to the local community; in other words, the idea of the Churc
Militant had already become secondary. However, considering Makarii'
rhetoric and the prestige of the council that created the archbishopric it
is unlikely that Kazan's governor was the impetus for this move

As before, Metropolitan Makarii in conjunction with the tsar guide
the process toward the state's preferred outcome. According to Gurii
and Varsonofii's vitae, following the governor's request, a Russia
Orthodox Church council convened in Moscow to decide the bes way
to convert the populace. The council included Metropolitan Makarii
the Archbishop of Novgorod and Pskov, as well as the local bishop
from Rostov, Suzdal, Smolensk, Riazan, Tver', Kolomna, and man
important abbots from local monasteries. In addition, Ivan an sev-
eral prominent nobles attended, including his brother Prince Iur'ii
Vasil'evich and the boiars of the Muscovite court.15 This counci
created an archbishopric in Kazan' and selected distinguished church
men to fill its positions. The new archbishop would oversee Kazan'
Sviiazhsk, and their environs; soon it also gained authority ove the
lower Volga, including Astrakhan. The new archbishopric ranke
third in the Church's hierarchy, after the Metropolitan of Mosco and
the Archbishop of Novgorod and Pskov, and just before the Arch
bishop of Rostov.16 Despite its recent foundation, Kazan' was clearl
of signal importance to the Church. This strongly suggests tha the
archbishopric of Kazan' had been planned as a prominent componen of
the Church's future in Muscovy; the idea that a local Orthodox commu
nity was solely the decision of Kazan's governor appears unlikely

Further evidence of the importance of the archbishopric of Kazan
was provided by the choice of the men who filled the most importan
positions in the region. Each was a prominent member of on of
Muscovy's most prestigious monasteries. The selected archbishop

14. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," 1630s-1650s, ff. 156r.-167r., SGU 1073, Sbornik, Saratov
State University Library, Saratov, Russia; available on microfilm at the Hilanda
Research Library, Columbus, Ohio.

15. PSRL, 29:234-35.
16. Mozharovskii, "Izlozhenie khoda," 11. A short version of these events stressin the

procession of Makarii, Ivan IV, and Gurii with important icons to the Frolovski gates
is found in PSRL, 29:240.
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Gurii, was a former hegumen of the Iosifo-Volokolamskii Monastery,
one of the most important institutions in Muscovy, and, not coinci-
dentally, one with a long association with Moscow's Grand Princes.
As Muscovite bishops were able to enact policies at their own discre
tion, this new head of the Church in Kazan' would be largely respon
sible for whatever policies the Church advocated for the region.
Having selected a former leader of the loyal Iosifo-Volokolamski
Monastery for the position was one method for assuring that th
policies of the new archbishop would be those that were planne in
Moscow. Furthermore, the Church council that selected Gurii chos
two other new hierarchs for the region, each in the mold of Gurii wit
long careers of dedicated service to the Church. German was anothe
one-time hegumen of the Iosifo-Volokolamskii Monastery, assigne
with the creation of the Bogoroditskii Monastery in Sviiazhsk, and the
other was Varsonofii, a former archimandrite of the Pesnoshskii Mon
astery, who founded an urban monastery in Kazan', the Spaso-Preo
brazhenskii.18 As German became the second archbishop of Kazan
following Gurii's death, the decisions made early in 1555 continue to
shape the region for some time.

The subsequent actions of Gurii and the Church council reinforce
these decisions. Gurii's arrival in Kazan' was the final stop on an
official procession that ultimately included all of the territory betwee
Moscow and Kazan', identifying the whole country as Orthodo
space. Appropriately, Gurii's procession began inside the Kremli in
Moscow, both the religious and political center of Muscovite author
ity. Following a church service in the Uspenskii Cathedral, Metropol
itan Makarii and the entire assembled Church council gathered to-
gether to bless Gurii. Before the liturgy, Makarii blessed some hol
water for Gurii to take with him on his procession, and which wa
needed for blessings in the new see. This entire group proceede to
the Frolovskii gates, carrying church banners and holy icons, whil all
the bells of the Kremlin were rung. Ivan IV received a blessing fro
Gurii and then departed. Makarii then blessed the entire processio
and returned to the Kremlin as well. The rest of the assembled Churc
council proceeded with Gurii for a distance outside the city to hel

17. For a discussion of the independence of Russian Orthodox bishops in the Muscovit
era, see Georg B. Michels, "Rescuing the Orthodox: The Church Policies of Archbisho
Afanasii of Kholmogory, 1682-1702," in Of Religion and Empire: Missions, Conversion,
and Tolerance in Tsarist Russia, ed. Robert P. Geraci and Michael Khodarkovsky, 19-37
and Michels, "Ruling Without Mercy: Seventeenth-Century Russian Bishops and Thei
Officials," Kritika 4:3 (2003): 515-42.

18. PSRL, vol. 20, L'vovskaia letopis', 481-82; PSRL, vol. 21, Kniga stepennaia tsarskogo
rodosloviiapart 2, 650-51.
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him prepare for his journey.19 These activities closely resembled Ivan
TV's departure from Moscow on his way to conquer Kazan', thus
associating the ideas of military and religious conquest. The utiliza-
tion of the Uspenskii Cathedral, followed by the Frolovskii Gates
visibly demonstrated these connections to the public. To expan the
influence of the procession, a version of his blessing ritual was reen-
acted at every town and outpost between Moscow and Kazan' caus-
ing Gurii's procession to last four months.

When the new archbishop finally arrived at Kazan' on July 28,1555
the ritual blessings were repeated, fulfilling the symbolic repetition
of the procession in order to claim the local kremlin as sacred Ortho
dox space. As Kazan's kremlin had been the seat of Muslim powe in
the Khanate, Gurii completed a ritual blessing of the space, sprinklin
the walls with holy water. In order to extend his blessing, he rea a
prayer for the preservation of the Orthodox tsar, his Christian army
and the entire Orthodox community in front of each gate, to cove the
four corners of the tsar's new kingdom.20 For the non-Orthodo
population of Kazan', Gurii's arrival marked the official arriva of a
new belief system, and potentially the intrusion of a new cultura
system into their daily lives.

The tsar, metropolitan of Moscow, and governor of Kazan all
provided financial support for Gurii and his new archbishopric The
tsar was the first to grant large tracts of land to the new bishopric
including fishing privileges in the nearby Volga River.21 Financia
support for the new archbishop, and the later metropolitans, contin
ued throughout the early modern period, though the governor of
Kazan' assumed the role of its primary provider. For example, when
the lands initially provided by the tsar for the archbishopric were
"worn out" in the early seventeenth century, Kazan's current gover
nor granted new lands to Metropolitan Matfei with land insid the
city, fields outside of Kazan', and water rights to the Volga.22

19. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," ff. 156r.-158r., Mozharovskii, "Izlozhenie khoda,
12-13.

20. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," ff. 160r.-163r.; Mozharovskii, "Izlozhenie khoda,
13-14.

21. Gramota 162, 13 August 1555, Akty istoricheskie, 1:298-99.
22. Gramota, August 1616, and Gramota, 10 May 1618, f. 281, Gramoty kollegi ekonomii

op. 4, d. 6451 and d. 6452, Russian State Archive of Ancient Acts (hereafter RGADA)
Moscow, Russia. However, both the tsar and the Patriarch in Moscow did occasionall
provide financial support for the Metropolitans of Kazan'. Metropolitan Markel for
example, received 300 rubles from Patriarch Adrian for repairs to the Archbishop'
house in Kazan': I. M. Pokrovskii, "O naspedstvennom prave tserkovnykh uchrezh
denii, v chastnosti Kazanskago Arkhiereiskago doma, v kontse XVII veka," Izvestiia
obshchestva arkheologii, istorii i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitete 18
(1902): 4-5.
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With the combination of the Makarii's exhortations, subsequent
public commemorations in Moscow, the elaborate procession of Gurii,
and the substantial financial support, it has been common for histo-
rians to argue that the new archbishopric was singularly dedicate to
the conversion of the local non-Russian population. In the nineteent
century, for example, K. Nevostruev argued that Samara's Spaso
Preobrazhenskii Monastery was founded in 1585 for the purpos of
converting the Nogai Tatars, who were still enemies of Muscov at
that time. Soviet scholars drew similar conclusions: D. M. Makaro
argued the foundation of the Troitskii Monastery in Cheboksar in
1566 was evidence of state-driven conversion attempts of th local
Chuvashes.23 These sorts of assertions have inherent problems a
substantial lack of evidence of a successful conversion mission There
are no extant confessional records, missionary reports, sermons or
lists of novices from the monasteries to prove that the initial suppor
for conversion produced any notable results.

The issue of conversion in the former Khanate was an understand
ably complicated matter, despite the seeming clarity of Russia Or-
thodox rhetoric during the conquest. In the first place, there i scant
evidence supporting or refuting the eschatological worldvie of
Church writings.24 It is difficult to rely on, or to dismiss by th same
token, accounts such as that discussing the council above The
Church's chronicles and exhortations depicted conversion as th only
mission of the Church: non-Orthodox subjects must convert as par of
an Orthodox conquest. Recently, historians have critiqued thi sim-
plistic analysis. Michael Khodarkovsky, for example, has propose a
more realistic assessment of the process of conversion, wit four
progressive stages that slowly created an "Orthodox Russian iden-
tity for a non-Russian subject. The first step was acknowledgin the
political authority of the tsar; the second was adopting Russian as the

23. K. Nevostruev, Istoricheskoe opisanie byvshikh v gorode Samare muzheskogo Spaso-Preo-
brazhenskago i zhenskago Spasskogo monastyrei (Moscow: Sinodal'naia tipografiia 1867),
3; D. M. Makarov, Samoderzhavie i khristianizatsiia narodov povolzh'ia v vtoroi polovine
XVI-XVII vv. (Cheboksary, Russia: Chuvashskii gosudarstvennyi universitet 1981),
21-53. Also, E. L. Dubman also connected the strong financial support for monasti
foundations with state support for conversion efforts, though Dubman argue not for
the success of conversion but more for the punitive nature of the "feudal" landholdin
system, which destroyed the traditional lifestyle and independence of th Volga
Region's native populations: E. L. Dubman, Khoziastvennoe osvoevie srednego Povolzh'ia
v XVII veke: Po materialam tserkovnoe-monastyrskikh vladenii (Kuibyshev, Russia Kuiby-
shevskii gosudarstvennyi universitet, 1991).

24. For a discussion of this worldview, see Ju. M. Lotman and B. A. Uspenskii, "Th Role
of Dual Models in the Dynamics of Russian Culture (Up to the Eighteenth Century),
in The Semiotics of Russian Culture, ed. Ann Shukman (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Departmen
of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of Michigan, 1984), 3-35.
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language of daily interaction; the third was following the appropriate
economic lifestyle (settled, agrarian versus nomadic); and the final
stage was conversion to Russian Orthodoxy.25 This model of conver-
sion is more reasonable and provides a framework that demand the
use of a broader range of evidence to support a more complex inter-
pretation.

Whether or not Khodarkovsky's model is applicable to the cas of
Kazan', the evidence supports the argument that conversio was
accomplished only after political integration, which was far from
resolved in 1552. Revolts continued to occur throughout the forme
Khanate for decades following the conquest. Some of the loca pop-
ulation had accepted the political authority of the tsar, but a most
were settled and agrarian, just as traditional Russian peasants the
Church's dichotomous depiction of a non-Orthodox population failed
to accurately describe the situation in Kazan'. Furthermore, as in
Khodarkovsky's model, to transform the identity of the non-Russians
the local population would have to adopt both Russian as their
language and Orthodoxy as their faith. Therefore, the challeng for a
conversion mission was to find people with both the necessar lin-
guistic skills and a commitment to proselytize. Even the officia vitae
of Sts. Gurii and Varsonofii acknowledged this difficulty. The re-
count how Varsonofii was captured by the Crimean Tatars and spent
three years as a Crimean slave. During his enslavement, Varsonofi
learned Tatar, providing him the skill to lead conversion efforts.
However, the vitae do not claim that Varsonofii could communicat
with the local Maris, Mordvins, or Udmurts. Additionally, eve if he
had successfully converted a Muslim Tatar, it is hard to foresee these
techniques working as effectively among an animistic population The
time required to train the appropriate personnel would have delaye
the Church and its aspirations for conversion. Despite the conclusion
provided by the author of Gurii and Varsonofii's vitae, it was impos
sible for a conversion mission to begin under these two men becaus
the Church simply did not have enough time to prepare. Considerin
that the creation of the archbishopric took three years with traine
officials already prepared for their assignment, the length of tim to
ready a group of missionaries would necessarily be significantl
longer.

25. Michael Khodarkovsky, "Four Degrees of Separation: Constructing Non-Christia
Identities in Muscovy," in Culture and Identity in Muscovy, 1359-1584, ed A. M.
Kleimola and G. D. Lenhoff (Moscow: "ITZ-Garant," 1997), 248-66.

26. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," ff. 165r.-167r.
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An even more pressing challenge for a conversion mission arose
from the secular officials inside Muscovy. Ivan IV had compromised
a conversion mission due to Muscovy's geopolitical insecurity, even
while he supported the physical establishment of the Church Mus-
covy's long southern frontier extended from near the Baltic Sea across
all of modern Ukraine and beyond Kazan', occupied by hostil
Nogais, Kalmyks, and Bashkirs. Neither the Ottoman sultan no the
Crimean khan accepted Ivan's conquest of Kazan' and its Musli
peoples, much less his continued aggression against Islam, demon
strated by the conquest of Astrakhan. The tsar justified the conques to
the sultan in political terms. However, the 1569 Ottoman invasio of
Astrakhan, followed by Crimea's demands that Kazan' and Astra
khan be abandoned, demonstrated the insecurity of Muscovy' con-
quests.27 Thus, governors in the conquered territories receive in-
structions to monitor all local population movements, specificall
investigating any evidence of communication with the Crimea Ta-
tars.28 Missionary activity might well provoke war.

With these outside pressures, Archbishop Gurii's tenure in Kazan
was limited to transforming Kazan' into an Orthodox city withou
converting the local population. He focused on the developmen of
the physical and symbolic presence of the Orthodoxy in the region
The Church supported new monasteries, convents, and churche
throughout the region by developing local Orthodox customs, bu the
first priority was to create a physical church.

II. ESTABLISHING THE ORTHODOX CHURCH

Both the Russian Orthodox Church and the Muscovite stat had
interest in increasing the physical presence of Orthodoxy, functionall
making the Russian Orthodox Church the "Handmaiden of the State"
in terms of increasing Muscovite control and presence in thi con-
quered territory. While the rhetoric accompanying the conques of
Kazan' failed to produce an immediate mission in the region the
Russian Orthodox Church became a dominant physical presenc in
the tsar's new lands. After 1552, it established numerous monasteries
convents, and churches in and around Kazan'. Central an local

27. A. N. Kurat, "The Turkish Expedition to Astrakhan in 1569, and the Proble of the
Don-Volga Canal," Slavonic and East European Review 40:1 (1961): 7-23; Michae Kho-
darkovsky, "Not by World Alone: Missionary Policies and Religious Conversio in
Early Modern Russia," Comparative Studies in Society and History 38:2 (1996): 273 Isabel
de Madraiaga, Ivan the Terrible: First Tsar of Russia (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Universit
Press, 2005), 239, and 266-67.

28. For example, "Nakaz," 11. 3v. ob-4, 16 April 1613, copy from 1720, f. 16 Gosu-
darstvennyi arkhiv, op. 1, d. 709, RGADA.
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FIG 1 Kazans Bogoroditskii (Mother of God) Convent, established in 1579 as th region's
first female instituhon. Photograph from 1879. Reproduced from E. A. Malov Kazanskii
Bogoroditskii dievich monastyr: Istoriia i sovremennoe ego sostoianie (Kazan', Russia- Tipografii
Imperatorskogo Universiteta, 1879).

secular authorities provided financial support for these institution
and, in return, they provided several services for the government
becoming actively engaged in the region's economic development
assuming juridical responsibility for some of the tsar's new subjects
and fortifying an exposed border. This should not, however, b taken
as a sign that the Orthodox Church and the Muscovite governmen
had similar goals. Frequently the Church, and its local representa
tives, sided with the local population against state control, demon
strating that the Church was at least partially independent o the
frontier. Despite its interests, the Church in fact became a functiona
part of the state's military, economic, and judicial control ove this
new land.

Between 1552 and 1652, the Church established at least twent
monasteries and eleven convents in the territory of the forme
Khanate of Kazan'. Establishing monasteries was linked to th cre-

29. This is similar to the conclusion reached by Gregory L. Freeze, "Handmaiden of the
State? The Church in Imperial Russia Reconsidered," journal of Ecclesiastical History 36:1
(1985) 82-S>mP
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ation of new outposts and towns, though new monasteries were
founded inside certain established cities, especially Kazan'. For exam-
ple, Cheboksary and Arzamas were bolstered with new monasteries
in less than five years after these towns were created. However it is
hard to generalize the entire process. Koz'modem'iansk, founde in
1583 as a military outpost, received its first monastery only i 1627
with the establishment of the Maloiunginskii Monastery. In thi case,
an early request from local officials for a monastery to suppor the
outpost in the face of numerous surrounding "infidel" (bursurmanskii)
villages was ignored for nearly thirty years, though the enormou
disruption of the Time of Troubles undoubtedly contributed to the
delay.30 Furthermore, many new convents were established onl after
monasteries and towns had secured the borderlands. Indeed the
region's first convent was established inside Kazan's walls, mor than
twenty years after the city's first two monasteries.31 Cheboksary' first
convent followed its first two monasteries by more than thirty years.
More secure towns, such as Arzamas, received convents more
quickly, if still after the completion of the defensive line.

The Church became an important institution for the Muscovit state
to monitor and develop closer connections with the tsar's ne sub-
jects. Most of the region's monasteries and convents were locate
inside city walls, but all of these institutions connected new town and
their hinterlands because they held extensive lands. Most o these
lands were settled with the region's indigenous populations espe-
cially animistic non-Russians.32 Therefore, monasteries and convent
assumed the responsibility of monitoring the local populations Most
monasteries also received economic rights over certain fields o rivers
as part of their foundations, further extending their reach ove the
daily lives of the local population. This placed the new institution in
an excellent position to attempt to influence the non-Russians adop-
tion of Muscovite customs or, potentially, Orthodoxy. However the
Church's influence was magnified by the state. Not only di local
secular officials heavily influence decisions, but also the centra chan-
celleries in Moscow frequently planned the establishment and admin

30. Petition 1, in G. N. Aiplatov and A. G. Ivanov, Monastyrskaia kolonizatsiia Mariiskogo
Povolzh'ia: Po materialiam Spaso-Iunginskogo monastyria Koz'modem'ianskogo nezda 1625-
1764 gg. (Ioshkar-Ola, Russia: Mariiskii gosudarstvennyi universitet, 2000), 46-49

31. E. A. Malova, Kazanskii Bogoroditskii devich' monastyr': Istoriia i sovremennoe ego sostoianie
(Kazan', Russia: Tipografiia Imperatorskogo Universtiteta, 1879), 3.

32. This is particularly true for the territory first occupied by the Muscovite in the
northwestern territory of the former Khanate: A. Geraklitov, Alatyrskaia Mordva po
perepisiam 1624-1721 gg. (Saransk: Mordgiz, 1936); and Romaniello, "Controllin the
Frontier."
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istration of the new Church institutions. The Chancellery of the Ka-
zan' Palace (the region's governing office), for example, directe a
convent in Simbirsk to establish the first convent in nearby Alatyr'.
This should not imply that the Church was not involved in these
decisions, as Metropolitan Germogen founded Kazan's third monas
tery, the loanno-Predtechenskii, and its second convent, the Troitski
Fedorovskii. However, the latter was jointly founded with the curren
governor of the city.34

In addition to supervising non-Russian peasants, monasterie be-
came part of the region's physical defenses.35 As strong buildings
generally equipped with stone walls and turrets, monasteries fulfille
the role of fortifications, with the expense for maintaining thos
defenses placed on the Church.36 The tsar's government regularl
notified the Metropolitans of Kazan' to supervise the constructio of
new monastic defenses, ordering, for instance, the addition of severa
turrets to Kazan's two oldest monasteries during the 1570 and
1580s.37 The expense of maintaining monastic fortifications place a
considerable financial burden upon the monasteries, both limitin
their potential sacral duties and requiring a high level of cooperatio
from the local peasantry. Without consistent support from their peas-
ants, especially from agricultural labor for their land, monasterie had
little ability to meet these expenses. Financial concerns, therefore
could have endangered a potential conversion campaign, assumin
that the local church intended to fulfill Metropolitan Makarii's initia
vision for the region.

Metropolitans, priests, and monasteries all required considerabl
financial support to meet their expenses, including establishin and
maintaining new buildings and defenses. Secular authoritie fre-

33. V. E. Krasovskii, comp., Kievo-Nikolaevskii byvshii Pokrovskii Ladinskii Podgorskii Novo-
devichii monastyr' Simbirskoi eparkhii (Istoriko-arkheologicheskoe opisanie) (Simbirsk Rus-
sia: Tipo-litografiia A. T. Tokareva, 1899), 16.

34. P. Azletskii, comp., Opisanie Ioanno-Predtechenskogo muzhshogo monastyria v gorode Ka-
zani (Kazan', Russia: Tipo-litografiia Imperatorskogo universiteta, 1898), 4-5; an L. 1.
Denisov, Pravoslavnye tnonastyri Rossiiskoi imperii (Moscow: Izdanie A. D. Stupina
1908), 253.

35. Using monasteries as defensive protections was common in Muscovite history as was
the case for Moscow itself, defended by six monasteries, which protected its souther
and southeastern borders: R. A. French, "The Early and Medieval Russian Town, in
Studies in Russian Historical Geography, ed. R. A. French and James Bater (London
Academic, 1983), 2:261.

36. Arzamas's Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery, for example, hired local peasants t com-
plete masonry work on their walls following instructions from Moscow: Gramota 24
March 1630, f. 281, op. 1, d. 260, RGADA.

37. These arrangements were reviewed in a document sent to Metropolitan Germoge
later in the sixteenth century: Gramota, d. 6432, 25 January 1595, f. 281, op. 4, RGADA
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quently granted extensive landholdings to Orthodox institutions,
even providing cash or economic monopolies to assist the Church. As
early as 1555, for example, local beekeepers paid tribute to the new
Muscovite government with their honey production. In a charte of
that year, Archbishop Gurii and the two archimandrites, Varsonofi
and German, were to receive yearly allocations of 500 puds (18,050
lbs.), 200 puds, and 6 puds of honey, respectively.38 Gurii receive an
annual stipend of 865 rubles from the tsar, in addition to th arch-
bishopric's revenues. Furthermore, the archbishopric received a share
of the tariffs on trade traveling through Kazan', which in on year
could supply as much as 155 rubles, 1800 cheti of rye (194 tons) 1000
cheti of other grains, and 50 puds of butter.39 Later archbishop and
then the metropolitans accepted additional privileges, includin more
land, endowing the position with even more assets.40

While not as wealthy as the archbishopric, monasteries als re-
ceived land grants and raised revenue from taxes and tariffs Arza-
mas's Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery, for example, receive a
charter in 1614 instructing the archimandrite to construct granarie in
two places on its land, one in town and one outside of it, in orde to
provide a place for merchants to store their goods. The monastery'
village of Strakhov in Arzamas district (uezd) provided the revenu
for construction, and the money generated from the rent of th silos
was to be turned over to the government.41 Similarly, on the instruc
tion from Moscow in the 1620s, the Zilantov Uspenskii Monaster in
Kazan' built ten granaries and two small huts inside the monaster to
encourage traders to travel down the Volga.42 Convents obtaine
similar duties, though usually with a priest to oversee the financia
arrangements for the nuns.43

Monasteries further benefited from state-assigned monopolies Svii-
azhsk's Bogoroditsii Monastery, the region's second oldest institution
was the first to receive a monopoly to import salt, which eventuall

38. I. M. Pokrovskii, "Bortnichestvo (pchelovodstvo), kak odin iz vidov natural'nag
khoziaistva i promysla bliz Kazani v XVI-XVII vv.," Izvestiia obshchestva arkheologii,
istorii i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitete 17:2 (1901): 67-73.

39. S. Nurminskii, "Vliianie monastyrei na razselenie narodnoe v Kazansko kraie,"
Pravoslavnyi sobesiednik, part I, no. 2 (February 1864): 184.

40. Metropolitan Matfeia, for example, received land in the Kazan' district alon the coast
of the Volga River during his tenure in office, in Gramota, 1618, f. 281, op. 4 d. 6452,
RGADA.

41. Gramota, 12 April 1614, f. 281, op. 1, d. 246, RGADA.
42. G. Z. Kuntsevich, comp., "Gramoty Kazan'skogo Zilantova monastyria, Izvestiia

obshchestva arkheologii, istorii, i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitete 17
(1901): 294-98.

43. Arzamas's Nikolaevskii Convent, for example, had a priest to supervise the operation
of its mill: Gramota, 1688, f. 281, op. 1, d. 317, RGADA.
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turned the monastery into the region's dominant purveyor of salt. In
1606, the region's governing chancellery instructed the monaster to
import 10,000 puds (361,000 lbs.) of salt from Astrakhan. The monas
tery paid no tax on the salt and was allowed to market the sal in
Kazan', Sviiazhsk, and Nizhnii Novgorod. By 1613, the amount o salt
imported by the monastery had doubled, and, by 1621, tripled. By
the end of the seventeenth century, many other monasteries alon the
Volga River also had entered the salt trade, demonstrating the prof
itability of this monastic-driven mercantilism.45

Priests also received financial privileges to support themselve in
the former Khanate, albeit on a smaller scale. Generally, Muscovit
authorities granted land for the support of priests and their churches
A certain Archpriest Petr in Arzamas district, for example, receive
fields along the road to Arzamas to support himself and his church
Decades later the pattern continued, as one Archpriest Afonasi ac-
cepted twenty-two acres of land in Arzamas district and the villag of
Obinii to support his church, the Voskresenskii Cathedral in Arza
mas.46

While economic support for the new institutions was bountiful it
was not limitless. Generally requests for subsequent financial assis
tance after the initial foundation were denied, as was the case whe
Patriarch Nikon instructed one of his priests to economize and sup-
port his church with the existing mill revenues.47 In a similar vein the
central government advised the abbess of the Nikolaevskii Novode
vichii Convent in Alatyr' to build a mill and charge for its services
which could finance needed repairs to the convent, but did not offer
the funds for construction of the mill.48

Establishing the physical presence of these institutions and makin
them self-sufficient was only the beginning of integrating Orthodox
into the daily lives of the region. Monasteries, for example, serve

44: The original grant was made on July 13, 1606; the increase was granted on Augus 3,
1613: Gramota 24, Dokumenty po istorii Kazanskogo kraia: Iz arkhivokhranilits Tatarskogo
ASSR (vtoraia polovina XVI-seredina XVII): Teksty i komment, ed. I. P. Ermolaev an D. A.
Mustafina (Kazan', Russia: Izdatel'stvo Kazanskogo universiteta, 1990), 60-62
Gramota 39, 11 March 1621, Dokumenty, ed. Ermolaev and Mustafina, 92-95.

45. N. V. Ustiugov, Solevarennaia promyshlennost' soli kamskoi v XVII veke: K voprosy o
genezise kapitalisticheskikh otnoshenii v Russkoi promyshlennosti (Moscow: Izdatel'stv
akademii nauk SSSR, 1957).

46. Gramota, 16 April 1641, f. 281, op. 1, d. 288, RGADA; and Gramota, 10 June 1685 f. 281,
op. 1, d. 308, RGADA.

47. The petition was from Archpriest Trofim of the Voskresenskii Khrista Churc in
Arzamas district: Gramota, 23 September 1657, f. 281, op. 1, d. 296, RGADA.

48. Gramota, 1 February 1639, Evgeniia Aleksovicha Notariusa, Arkhiv Kievo-Nikolaevskago
Novodevich'iago Monastyria (Alatyr', Russia: Arkhiv Kievo-Nikolaevskag
Novodevich'iago Monastyria, 1997), 9-11.
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most new towns as their central marketplace, with all that it implied
for the local economy. For example, Arzamas's Troitse-Sergeevskii
Monastery was the primary market of Arzamas, Simbirsk's market
was located in its Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery, and Kazan' Spaso-
Preobrazhenskii Monastery served Kazan'. The customs hous in
Kazan', in fact, sat just outside the monastery's walls to registe
merchants traveling to and from the market.49 Descriptions o these
monastic courtyards depict them as bustling markets, complet with
numerous merchants and a variety of commodities.50 While th cities
along the Volga benefited from steady river traffic, inland citie such
as Saransk also had a diverse market visited by merchant from
Arzamas, Atemar, Insar, Nizhnii Novgorod, Penza, Temnikov and
even Arkhangel'sk, extending the reach of these frontier ecclesiastica
institutions.51

Both the monasteries and the local government benefited fro the
development of these local marketplaces. Monasteries turne a por-
tion of the revenue from market fees and contracts over to th local
government as taxes.52 Not surprisingly, they avoided payin these
taxes if possible.53 Competition over space in the monastic courtyard
was strong. Traders frequently petitioned abbots in order to receive
space within the courtyard, asking for credit and offering lan as
security, or even in lieu of cash.54

49. This location was described in a cadaster (pistsovaia kniga) from 1565-68: N L. Rubin-
shtein, ed., Istoriia Tatarii v dokumentakh i materialakh (Moscow: Gosudarstvenno
sotsial'no-ekonomicheskoe izdatel'stvo, 1937), 234.

50. The records of Nikita Vasil'evich Borisov and Dmitrii Andreevich Kikin written
between 1565 and 1568, described Kazan's Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery' court-
yard with numerous secular and ecclesiastical merchants: Materialy po istorii Tatarskoi
ASSR: Pistsovye knigi goroda Kazani 1565-68 gg. i 1646 g. (Leningrad: Izdatel'stv
akademii nauk, 1932), 14, 32.

51. A. I. Iakovlev, ed., Saranskaia tamozhennaia kniga za 1692 g. (Saransk, Russia Mordovs-
koe gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo, 1951).

52. Contracts signed by these monasteries and merchants prove the importanc of these
courtyards. For example, the merchant Fedor Lukochnov syn Sibiriak signed a contract
with the elder of Simbirsk's Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery for space in its courtyard:
Gramota, 9 June 1656, f. 281, op. 8, d. 11534, RGADA.

53. For example, Kazan's Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery received a forcefu reminder
to fulfill their tax obligations: Gramota, 18 May 1596, f. 281, op. 4, d. 6436 RGADA.

54. One trader, Andronik Elizarov, petitioned Arzamas's Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery'
abbot for permission to sell goods in the monastery, and ultimately offered some land
in the city as an exchange: Gramota, 1618-19, f. 281, op. 1, d. 249, RGADA The land
exchange could even curb cash rents from the courtyard, as in Arzamas' Troitse-
Sergeevskii Monastery when its cellarer informed the abbot that instead of the ex-
pected 30 rubles from this year's rents, there would only be 16 rubles followe by
another 16 rubles in the subsequent two years: Gramota, 16 March 1632, f. 281, op. 1,
d. 270, RGADA.
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In addition to functioning as marketplaces, these monasteries also
served as part of a regional toll system, gaining responsibility for
monitoring trade traveling either over their own lands or over desig-
nated areas. Kazan's Zilantov Uspenskii Monastery charged fee
based on the size of boats traveling along the Volga River nea the
town of Tetiushii.55 Other monasteries, such as Saransk's Spasski
Monastery, were tax farmers for the state.56 Kazan's Spaso-Preo
brazhenskii Monastery possessed fishing privileges for a section o the
Volga River, charging fees for access.5 Some monasteries had mor
narrowly defined taxation powers. Arzamas's Spaso-Preobrazhenski
Monastery, for instance, received taxes from Russian peasants i its
villages for rights to fish the local rivers Meil' and Avn', but not fro
its non-Russian residents.58 Whether extensive or limited, involvin
monasteries in the toll system both served the interests of the stat
through economic regulation and the Church by increasing its inter
actions with the frontier populace.

Legal authority, as well as economic activity, further connecte
Orthodoxy to the local population. Many of these new monasterie
supervised large non-Russian populations. The region's two oldes
monasteries, Kazan's Zilantov Uspenskii and Sviiazhsk's Bogoro
ditskii, had five and six villages respectively, with population of
greater than 550 in the former and 850 in the latter.59 The scale involve

55. This information was included in a charter sent to Kazan's governor. An ocean-goin
boat (plavnyi lodok) paid two dengi, while a small fishing boat (botik) paid only on dengi:
Gramota, 26 February 1662, Istoriia Tatarii v dokumentakh i materialakh, ed. Rubinshtein
156. These rights had been granted as early as 1585, when Kazan's governor instructe
the Zilantov Monastery of its responsibilities for merchants transporting salt an fish
from Astrakhan to the north: Gramota 323,22 July 1585, Arkhiv P. M. Stroeva, Russkai
istoricheskaia biblioteka 32 (Petrograd: Arkheograficheskaia kommissiia, 1915), 1:626
29.

56. The monastery became the toll collector for trade between Kazan' and Saransk
Gramota, 1686, f. 281, op. 7, d. 10828, RGADA.

57. One group of Tatars from Sviiazhsk, for example, was required to pay 200 ruble in
advance: Gramota 65, 13 June 1644, Dokumenty, ed. Ermolaev and Mustafina, 143-45

58. During the Time of Troubles, a confirmation of fishing rights was given t the
monastery over its villages for those rivers: Gramota, 21 March 1608, f. 281, op 1, d.
243, RGADA. Another confirmation followed because the villages' refusal t pay
followed: Gramota, 6 May 1608, f. 281, op. 1, d. 244, RGADA. However, after the Time
of Troubles the monastery's fishing rights were restricted to only Russian peasant
living in its villages: Gramota, 27 March 1614, f. 281, op. 1, d. 245, RGADA.

59. Information taken from I. Pokrovskii, "K istorii Kazanskikh monastyrei do 1764 goda,
Izvestiia obshchestva arkheologii, istorii i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitet
18 (1902): 16-22. Pokrovskii gathered the information from the census of 164 in
Kazan' district. He did not include complete information from the census. For Kazan'
Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery, he only included the names of the monastery'
twenty-nine villages, but did include the seventeen households the monastery owne
in the city.
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provides a sense of the importance of these institutions, although it is
probable these possessions were the most extensive in the region.
Judicial responsibility created a dual role for many abbots, both as
landlord and judge. Sviiazhsk's Uspenskii Bogoroditsii Monaster
had the right to judge all of its people in both the city of Sviiazhs and
in the countryside except in cases of murderers or robbers "caugh
red-handed," and Kazan's Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery ha the
same responsibilities for its people in Kazan' and all twenty-fiv of its
villages.60 This complicated the judicial hierarchy in the former
Khanate, with numerous oases of villages free from the loca gover-
nors' control, but using the monasteries regulated non-Russian while
not burdening the state.

However, the close connection created between an abbot an his
villages could frustrate the goals of the state as often as fulfil them.
Peasants and priests might petition a local monastery rather tha the
local governor or the central authorities for advice or assistance The
villages of Arzamas's Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery, for example
relied on its guidance extensively. On one occasion in 1629 Priest
Markel Konstantinovich asked the monastery to explain th recent
decision of a council of elders (sobor startsa [sic]) about the numbe of
days a woman must be secluded after giving birth.61 On another the
monastery denied a petition from a village elder Semen, wh asked
for assistance during the current famine year {god goloda).62 Servin as
a registrar, the monastery also wrote and validated land contracts as
for the Mordvin Egchaik Kozhilanov and the local musketeer
(strel'tsy).63 Nevertheless, abbots were required to refer some matters
to the central government, and often could act only as intermediarie
or advocates rather than as governors. Such activities reinforce their
roles in the lives of the local population.

As a result, abbots and abbesses frequently petitioned the central
government on behalf of their peasants, if also acting for thei own
advantage, particularly if the local governors challenged the monas-
teries' privileges. By the second half of the seventeenth century local
governors frequently attempted to reassign land grants with settled
peasants to military servitors, which monasteries protested wit reg-

60. Gramota 1, 16 May 1555, Dokumenty, ed. Ermolaev and Mustafina, 28-29 Episkop
Nikaron, ed., "Vladennyia gramaty Kazanskago Spasopreobrazhenskago monastyria,
Izvestiia obshchestva arkheologii, istorii, i etnografii pri Imperatorskom Kazanskom universitet
11 (1893): 357. Kazan's Zilantov-Uspenskii Monastery had similar authority Kuntsev-
ich, "Gramoty Kazanskogo Zilantova monastyria," 272-74.

61. Gramota, September 1629, f. 281, op. 1, d. 262, RGADA.
62. Gramota, 19 April 1630, f. 281, op. 1, d. 264, RGADA.
63. Gramota, 27 February 1633, f. 281, op. 1, d. 276, RGADA.
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ularity on behalf of their peasants.64 Even without questioning mo-
nastic privileges, however, local secular officials could hinder monas-
tic interests in the countryside. The abbot of the Zilantov Uspenskii
Monastery complained that local bailiffs were seizing the carts of the
monastery's peasants in 1598. The abbot informed the central govern
ment that this would prevent the harvest and, thus, the monastery'
ability to pay the year's taxes. Unsurprisingly, the government side
with the monastery to ensure the tax payment.65

The imposition of the Church as a structural presence on the fron
tier was successful. It held extensive lands and built close interaction
with the population in the countryside due to its economic and
judicial roles, and with the state due to its defensive importance. Loca
secular officials sometimes protested the privileges given to the
Church at their own expense, but this indicated the power and posi
tion of the Church. Clearly, the overall position of the Russian Ortho
dox Church in the territory of the former Khanate indicates tha the
region had become Orthodox, though it seems "Orthodox" her re-
flected the Church's status as a governing, rather than religious
institution.

III. CREATING LOCAL ORTHODOX TRADITIONS

State financial support made the establishment of the Churc in
Kazan' a relatively straightforward process; the growing interaction
between the Church and the local population were of benefit for both
the Church and state. The creation of an Orthodox spiritual identit
for the region was a more complex process. Gurii's initial procession
rich with symbolism, was a beginning of this process, but followin
his arrival, the entire Church was dedicated more to its own founda
tions than to the propagation of the faith. However, the expansio of
the institutional Church into the region did allow a process of sacral
ization of the frontier to commence, preparing the way for a mor
directed conversion mission to follow.

There were early attempts to foster an Orthodox aura around the
region's new institutions. Much of this was done through the expor
of religious artifacts from the central provinces to the frontier. The
first monastery built in the region, the Zilantov Uspenskii Monastery
received Smolensk's miraculous Mother of God Icon as a gift fro
Ivan IV in 1552. The icon had survived the Moscow fire of 1547 and

64. A long-term example of this is the fourteen petitions compiled from Arzamas'
Troitse-Sergeevskii Monastery on behalf one of their Mordvin villages: Gramota
[1631-93], f. 281, op. 1, d. 277, 11. 1-30, RGADA.

65. Kuntsevich, "Gramoty Kazanskogo Zilantova monastyria," 279-81.
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FIG. 2. Copy of a portrait of Patriarch Germogen from the late seventeenth centur painted
by V. M. Borin in 1913. Reproduced from Vasilii Borin, Sviatieishii Patriark Germogen i miesto
ego zakliucheniia (Moscow: Russkaia Pech', 1913).

Ivan IV placed it in the All Saints' Cathedral within the monaster to
make it a sacred space.66 Similarly, Ivan IV ordered the foundatio of
Kazan's Bogoroditskii Devichii Convent in 1579 to house Kazan'
Mother of God Icon.67 While the icon soon became the cente of the
city's important miracle cult, it in fact arrived in 1568, with Archi-
mandrite Ieremii of Kazan's Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery who
brought the icon from Moscow.68

While the tsar contributed artifacts, it was Kazan's first metropoli
tan, Germogen, who most consciously dedicated himself towar pro-
moting local Orthodox culture, one that eventually raised awarenes

66. A. Vladmirskii, ed., Tserkovniia drevnosti g. Kazani (Kazan', Russia: Universite Ti-
pografiia, 1887), 21-28.

67. Malov, Kazanskii Bogoroditskii devich' monastyr', 3.
68. Ibid., 36-38; Jaroslaw Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, 272-7A.
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of Kazan' as an Orthodox city throughout all of Muscovy. In the end,
Metropolitan Germogen's most important contribution for Kazan'
was his work as a hagiographical author, producing the texts of the
first two local miracle cults. When Germogen became Patriarch of the
Russian Orthodox Church early in the seventeenth century, he solid-
ified not only his position in the Church's history but also Kazan's.
While no other metropolitan of Kazan' in the seventeenth centur
attained Germogen's national stature, his career influenced th sub-
sequent actions of the metropolitanate and consolidated Kazan' aura
of Orthodox holiness.

Germogen's most lasting legacy on Russian Orthodoxy i the
former Khanate was the "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii" and the "Tale
of the Appearance of Kazan' Icon of the Mother of God." Guri and
Varsonofii first appeared in a national Rule (Ustav) for commemora
tion in 1610, and the Mother of God icon acquired a national festiva
on July 8th in 1633 in commemoration of its first appearance.70 These
two miracle tales transformed Kazan's image throughout Muscov as
one of the country's spiritual centers. This reinforced Kazan's positio
as the third city in the Russian Orthodox hierarchy and made th city
an important pilgrimage site.

The "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii" focused upon the selection of the
men for their positions in Kazan' and Gurii's procession, but briefl
summarized their careers after their first arrival. According to their
vitae, Gurii dedicated himself to establishing the Russian Orthodo
Church in Kazan', with no specific details of his activities. Varsonofi
then founded the Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monastery in Kazan' and
German, the third member of the procession, established the Bogoro
ditsii Monastery in nearby Sviiazhsk. Germogen wrote that once
Varsonofii and German built their monasteries, they devoted them
selves to the conversion of their non-Orthodox neighbors, thoug the

69. Canonization created a boom in publications about Germogen, including several
biographies such as E. Cherkashin, Patriarkh Germogen: K 300 letiiu so dnia smerti
1612-1912 (Moscow: Tipografiia Pochaevo-Uspenskoi Lavry, 1912); and Vasili Borin,
Sviatieishii Patriarkh Germogen i mesto ego zakliucheniia (Moscow: Izdanie tserkovno
arkheograficheskago otdela, 1913). This history of Germogen's canonization ha most
recently been discussed in Gregory L. Freeze, "Subversive Piety: Religion and Politica
Crisis in Late Imperial Russia," Journal of Modern History 68:2 (1996): 308-50.

70. Germogen wrote "Gurii and Varsonofii" either in 1596 or 1597, and he migh have
written the original version of the "Tale of the Appearance" after its discovery in 1579,
but edited the final version of the tale in 1594 or 1595: V. O. Kliuchevskii, Drevnerusskii
zhitiia sviiatykh kak istoricheskii istochnik (Moscow: Tipografiia Gracheva, 1871) 305;
Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, 269-75; R. G. Skrynnikov, Gosudarstvo i tserkov' na Rusi
X1V-XVI vv. (Novosibirsk, Russia: Nauka, 1991), 248-50; and Paul Bushkovitch Reli-
gion and Society in Russia: The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1992), 87-88, 108-10, and 214-15.
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vitae offered no further insights as to the mission's possible succes or
failure.71

Gurii died on December 5, 1563, and Varsonofii followed o April
11,1576, after a period as Bishop of Tver from 1567 to 1570. Germoge
opened their tombs revealing their uncorrupted remains in 159 and
subsequently wrote the "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii" as the miracle
cult was being established.72 By the early seventeenth century sixty-
six miraculous cures were recorded. Most of those cured by th relics
were clergy, townspeople, and servants. Most of the sixty-si were
from Kazan' district with the furthest arriving from Arzamas Vo-
logda, Viatka, and Rostov, all towns with trade connections to Kazan',
and thus all "local" themselves. Interestingly, while the loca Ortho-
dox population, largely composed of Russian settlers, receive mirac-
ulous healings, local Muslims appear to have been largely unaffecte
by the developing Orthodox culture. Even the "Life" only offer that
the Muslims were "awed" by the miracles, but there was not a single
example of a non-Christian witnessing a miracle or being motivate to
convert.73

Gurii and Varsonofii were not the only miracle workers recorde by
Germogen. The miracle-working Kazan' Mother of God ico also
developed a local reputation. During a fire in Kazan' on June 23,1579
the icon appeared in a vision of a young girl, instructing he to take
shelter in the Church of Nikolai Tulskii the Miracle-worker. Accord
ing to the tale, the appearance of the icon during the fire was a reward
from God for the Orthodox faithful in Kazan' for their ongoin battle
against "non-believers" (inovernye).741 There were fourteen miracles
recorded in the "Tale," eleven affecting men, three for local women
and, once again, not a single person affected by a miracl was a
non-Russian. 75

71. In an official history of German's monastery, his focus was to establish th physical
structures of the monastery: A. Iablokov, Pervoklassnyi muzhskii Uspensko-Bogoroditsii
monastyr v gorode Sviiazhske, Kazanskoi gubernii (Kazan', Russia: Tipo-litografii Impera-
torskogo universiteta, 1907), 3-31.

72. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," ff. 170r.-171v. Also see E. Golubinskii, Istoriia kanoni-
zatsii sviatykh v Russkoi tserkvi (Moscow: Universitetskaia tipografiia, 1903) 118-19.
Golubinskii adds that the relics of both Gurii and Varsonofii were move from the
monastery to a new stone cathedral in Kazan' on October 4, 1595.

73. "Life of Gurii and Varsonofii," ff. 175v.-197r., Bushkovitch, Religion and Society, 108-9.
74. "Tale of the Appearance of the Kazan' Icon of the Mother of God with Servic and

Miracles," ff. 21-23, first half of the seventeenth century, SGU 1756, Sarato State
Library; available on microfilm at the Hilandar Research Library, Columbus Ohio.

75. While the early seventeenth century manuscript version of the "Tale" use here has
fourteen miracles, later printed versions included in Germogen's complet work
contain sixteen. Three of the earlier fourteen miracles were not included in eithe of the
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FIG. 3. Reproduction of Kazan's Mother of God Icon, from the author's personal collection

The miracle cycles of both the saints and the icon demonstrate
how Kazan' had become a typical Orthodox city. Among the recipi
ents of miracles, visions and dreams of the saints and the Mothe of
God were common. The types of miraculous healings included sev-
eral cases of blindness and injured limbs. The women in the miracle
almost all experienced umilenie, praying through tears, which Ortho
dox Russians typically associated with women's spirituality.76 In each
of these details, the miracles in newly Orthodox Kazan' were indis
tinguishable from other miracle cycles. This suggests, perhaps, that

printed versions: Tvoreniia svateishago Germogena patriarkha Moskovskagoi vseia Rossii
(Moscow: Pechatnaia, A. I. Snegirevoi, 1912), 1-34.

76. Isolde Thyret, "Muscovite Miracle Stories as Sources for Gender-Specific Religiou
Experience," in Religion and Culture in Early Modern Russia and Ukraine, ed. Samue
Baron and Nancy Shields Kollmann (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1997),
115-31.
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the local populace was linked to Orthodoxy's spiritual centers—
indeed, that Kazan' was now one of those centers.

For the Russian Orthodox, therefore, Kazan' had become a holy
city. The local cults flourished; pilgrims traveled to Kazan' specificall
to pray at its holy sites. Germogen sponsored a new chapel in the
Bogoroditsii Convent in Kazan' specifically to house the Kazan
Mother of God Icon.77 Furthermore, national prominence followe
upon the heels of local success. Along with the sainthood of Guri and
Varsonofii, the Mother of God Icon was deemed sacred enoug to
carry an early copy into battle against the Poles in 1612. The icon' role
in the Muscovite military advance was commemorated in a shor tale,
"About the Advance of the Kazan' Icon of the Mother of God towar
Moscow," which recorded several new miracles aiding the Russia
troops.78 With the spread of local miracle cults into Muscovit ones,
the influence of Russian Orthodoxy in the former Khanate becam
important for the entire kingdom.

None of the later metropolitans of Kazan' quite compared to the
notable successes of Germogen at the turn of the century. However
they continued to promote the miracle cults of Gurii and Varsonofi
and of the Mother of God Icon. The icon processed to many of the
region's monasteries to remind the public of its power; its processio
along Kazan's trade routes highlighted the connection betwee Or-
thodoxy and the new Russian settlements. Alatyr's Sviiato-Troitski
Monastery had a chapel built specifically to house the icon durin its
processions, and by 1686 even the distant city of Arzamas had it own
local chapel for the icon in the Novodevichii Alekseevskii Convent.
As the miracle-working icon became a great impetus to churc con-
struction, Sts. Gurii and Varsonofii continued to play a role in the
region. By the 1670s, German, their third companion on the initial
procession to Kazan', was elevated to sainthood, bringing new atten-

77. During Germogen's tenure as metropolitan, the Bogoroditsii Convent receive two
new stone churches, and new icons, books, and vestments for services: Malov Kazan-
ski i Bogoroditskii devich' monastyr', 3—4.

78. PSRL, 14, 132-33. For a discussion, see Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, 273.
79. I. F. Tokmakov, comp., Istoriko-statisticheskoe i arkheologicheskoe opisanie Sviato-Troitskogo

muzhskogo monastyria v gorode Alatyre, Simbirskogo gubernii (Moscow: Pechatni A. I.
Snegirevoi, 1897), 10-16; and I. N. Chetyrkin, ed., Istoriko-Statisticheskoe opisanie Arza-
masskoi Alekseevskoi zhenskoi obshchiny (Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia: Tipografii Nizhe-
gorodskogo Gubernskogo Pravleniia, 1887), 7. More examples are not har to find.
Mikhail Fedorovich gave four courtyards in Kazan' to the Bogoroditskii Devichii
Convent in 1623 for a new building to house the Mother of God icon: Gramota 29
October 1623, f. 281, op. 4, d. 6456, RGADA. The Spaso-Preobrazhenskii Monaster
received new land as military service lands (pomest'e) in 1638 to provide fo another
new church to house the icon: Gramota, 16 April 1638, f. 281, op. 4, d. 6470, RGADA.
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tion to the men who "began" the conversion of the local popula-
tions.80

Unquestionably, the establishment of the hierarchy, the new mira-
cle cults, and a public image of Kazan' as a holy, Orthodo city
demonstrate the success of Orthodoxy on the frontier. However the
stated goal of the conquest of the Khanate of Kazan'—the conversio
of the local Muslim population—was not an initial part of this success
While the miracle tales discussed here mentioned the impac the
miraculous cures had upon the local Muslim population, there were
no examples of miraculous conversions. Islam, in fact, persiste in
Kazan' during Germogen's tenure as metropolitan. In 1595, the same
year as the discovery of Gurii and Varsonofii's uncorrupted remains
Germogen sent a letter of protest to the tsar about the reconstructio
of several mosques inside the city walls, as Tsar Ivan IV had ordere
all mosques destroyed in the 1550s. However, the response sen to
Kazan's governor focused on his failure to notify Moscow o the
recent constructions, rather than questioning the reemergence of Is-
lam.81 Of course, the presence of mosques fostered an imag of
Muscovite tolerance for Islam, maintaining Russo-Ottoman relations
however incompatible with Makarii or Germogen's interests.

IV. PREPARING FOR THE CONVERSION MISSION

When Archbishop Gurii spiritually claimed Kazan's kremlin with
his procession in 1555, Makarii's exhortations to the tsar had achieve
fruition. The Russian Orthodox Church's steady growth in the terri-
tory was comprehensive: the physical presence of the Churc in-
creased, it was connected to the populace, and Orthodox cultur had
expanded with a local presence. In this way, the steps of creatin a
confessional community had begun. At the same time, a coordinate
effort by the Church or state to convert the local populace di not
emerge. For a century, Muscovy's tsars tolerated their Muslim sub-
jects, even if their steady support for the Church's establishmen
ultimately prepared the region for an eventual conversion mission

It was, in fact, the tsar's chancelleries that eventually bega the
transformation to an active policy of conversion. It began as a targete

80. In a letter to Metropolitan Ioasaf of Kazan' concerning the construction o a new
cathedral for the Kazan' Mother of God Icon, thanks are given to "Gurii, Varsonofii
and German, Kazan's miracle-workers": Gramota 380, 12 August 1678, Akty iuridi-
cheskie, Hi sobranie form starinnago deloproizvozstva (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia i otdele-
niia sobstvennoi E. I. V. Kantseliarii, 1838), 400-401.

81. Gramota 358, 18 July 1595, Akty, sobrannye v bibliotekakh i arkhivakh Rossiiskoi imperil
arkheograficheskoio ekspeditsieiu imperatorskoi akademii nauk (St. Petersburg: Tipografii i
otdeleniia sobstvennoi E. I. V. Kantseliarii, 1856), 1:436-39.
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campaign, focused on the groups with the closest historical connec-
tions to the government. In 1680, the most elite among the Tatars,
called the Murzii by the Russians (from mirza), received financial
incentives for conversion if they were still Muslim.82 The local Mord-
vins promptly received a similar offer. They were of lower socioeco
nomic status than the Murzii, but were the first of the groups of the
former Khanate to be incorporated by Muscovy, and geographicall
were closest to its old border with the Khanate.83 Financial incentive
were the result of several changes, both geopolitically and locally
which transformed the government's interest. While these change
supported a conversion mission, it was not the Russian Orthodo
Church that provided the impetus.

By 1680, the security of Muscovy's frontier had been transforme
entirely. The state had completed its defensive line, which spanne
the entire southern frontier in Ukraine, known as the Belgoro line.
The security this line created transformed Muscovy's relationshi
with the Crimean Khanate. Following the completion of the lin in the
1630s, the Crimeans could no longer penetrate into the Muscovit
heartland and were effectively neutralized. By the 1680s, the threa of
a Crimean invasion, supported by the Ottomans, was muc less
serious than a century before. The result was a Muscovite campaig in
pursuit of a union with left-bank Ukraine during the 1660s Mus-
covy's success further improved its defenses by extending its borders
population, and military presence in the south.84

As the geopolitical situation turned in Muscovy's favor, militar
and religious changes in the former Khanate resulted in an increas
ingly aggressive stance against local accommodations with th non-
Orthodox populations. First, in 1670 the territory was engulfe in a
major rebellion, the Stepan Razin Revolt, which challenged th pre-
existing Muscovite security policies for the region and their depen
dence on non-Russian military servitors.85 Second, the Russia

82. Gramota 823, 21 May 1680, Polnoe sobranie zakonov Russiiskoi Imperii (hereafte PS7.) (St.
Petersburg: Tipografiia i otdelenie sobstvennoi ego Imperatorskogo Velichestv Kont-
seliariia, 1830), 2:267; Gramota 867, 16 May 1681, PSZ, 2:312-13; and Gramot 870, 24
May 1681, PSZ, 2:315.

83. A. Mozharovskii, "Po istorii prosveshcheniia," 664-74.
84. C. Bickford O'Brien, Muscovy and Ukraine: From the Pereiaslavl Agreement to the Truce of

Andrusovo, 1654-1667 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963); Denis J B. Shaw,
"Southern Frontiers of Muscovy, 1550-1700," in Studies in Russian Historical Geography,
ed. J. H. Bater and R. A. French (London: Academic, 1983), 1:117-42; and Caro Belkin
Stevens, Soldiers on the Steppe: Army Reform and Social Change in Early Modern Russia
(DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1995).

85. Paul Avrich, Russian Rebels 1600-1800 (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972), 50-122 James
Gerard Hart, "The Urban and Rural Response to Stepan Razin's Rebellio in the
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Orthodox Church schism of the 1660s threatened the institution of
Orthodoxy, forcing all clergy to more carefully delineate both the
religious practices of the faithful Orthodox and those of the schismatic
Old Believers, Orthodox Christians who rejected the recent Churc
reforms.86 As the territory of the former Khanate was both the cente
of the Razin Revolt and a developing center of the Old Belief, the stat
reevaluated its existing policy in the region. Ultimately, the militar
challenge of the Razin Revolt altered governing policies, and th
religious challenge of the schism altered Orthodox policies. Bot
pillars of the policy of de facto toleration were thus removed in a
comparatively short period.

It was in this changing climate that the first financial incentives fo
conversion became law, even if they affected only elite Tatars and th
Mordvins. However, more far-reaching policies were soon promul
gated. In 1681, the central chancelleries required that any hereditar
or military-service land that had been taken away from baptize
Tatars be returned. Muslim Tatars received no such protection. Th
following year, a new law legalized the outright seizure of land fro
Muslim Tatars, which would then be granted to novokreshchane (newl
baptized) Tatars.87

As pressure to convert increased, so did scrutiny of new converts
The religious practices of those non-Russians who had converte
were treated with suspicion. Adding to fears of heterodoxy wer
reports that Old Belief was spreading in the region. Local peasant
were panicking and violence was spreading; included among th
early victims was an entire family that had been burned to death i
their own home.88 With reports that the Old Belief was circulatin
among the Russian settlers in the region, the newly baptized amon
the local non-Russians found themselves receiving extra supervisio
from the Church. For example, in 1687 Metropolitan Adrian of Kazan
warned Archimandrite Misail of the Maloiunginskii Monastery i

Middle Volga Region of Muscovy, 1670-1671" (Ph.D. diss.: University of Virginia
1981).

86. For a general discussion of the Russian Schism and Old Believers, see L. E. Ankudi
nova, "Sotsial'nyi sostav pervykh raskol'nikov," Vestnik Leningradskogo universiteta:
Seriia istorii, iazyki i literatury 14 (1956): 54-68; Sergei Zenkovskii, Russkoe staroobriad-
chestvo: Dukhovnye dvizheniia semnadtsatogo veka (Munich: W. Fink, 1970); Nickola
Lupinin, Religious Revolt in the XVIIth Century: The Schism of the Russian Church
(Princeton, N.J.: Kingston, 1984); V. S. Rumiantseva, Narodnoe antitserkovnoe dvizhenie v
Rossii v XVII veke (Moscow: Nauka, 1986); Georg Berhard Michels, At War with the
Church: Religious Dissent in Seventeenth Century Russia (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford Uni
versity Press, 2000).

87. Gramota, 24 May 1681, PSZ, 2: 315; Gramota, 23 September 1682, PSZ, 2:67-68.
88. Gramota, no later than 12 October 1675, f. 159, Prikaznye dela novoi razborki, op. 3

Novgorodskii prikaz, d. 448, 11. 25-28, RGADA.
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Koz'modem'iansk to watch all of the newly baptized peasants on the
monastery's estates for proper Christian observances.89

The church's increased vigilance revealed the state's new interest in
the conversion process. While most of the new laws encourage
conversion, all of them increased the state's ability to monitor, regis-
ter, and assert control over the non-Russian populations. The Churc
may have benefited from the first consistent support of a conversio
mission in the former Khanate, but this was not the foremost intentio
of the secular authorities, who were far more interested in security
Whatever the particular motivation, more support for conversio
followed. By the reign of Peter the Great, financial incentive for
conversion, including tax breaks and outright payments, had becom
standard practice throughout the Muscovite Empire.90 Pressur to
convert only continued to escalate, culminating in the 1740 with
coercive methods designed to force immediate conversions.91

In the end, Metropolitan Makarii's plea for the conversion o the
region's Muslim and animist populations gestated for more tha a
century before it began to take root. While subsequent Churc hier-
archs, such as Metropolitan Germogen, had attempted to pick u the
mantle of missionary, even they did not provide consistent suppor
for the conversion mission, as both the secular and religious author
ities' reliance upon the region's non-Russian populations discourage
the upheaval conversion efforts would surely entail. Increased secu-
rity and escalating internal instability created a space for a concerte
conversion effort, but this was more than one hundred years afte the
initial conquest. While traditionally Makarii's call for the destructio
of Islam has been portrayed as the beginning of a centuries-long drive
for religious uniformity, in fact the conquest initiated a long perio of
religious accommodation and slow entrenchment that change only
as a result of evolving challenges to Muscovite authority. Had these
upheavals not occurred, it is conceivable that toleration would have
persisted.

89. Gramota 208, 16 November 1687, Dokumenty i material]/ po istorii Mordovskoi ASSR, ed.
D. Grekov and others (Saransk, Russia: Mordovskoi nauchno-issledovatel'skii institut,
1940), 2:72. This conclusion agrees with Georg Michels, who has recently demonstrate
that after the Russian Church schism, Church officials actively pursued the retur of
Old Believers, but ignored the continuing presence of non-Orthodox believers Mich-
els, "Rescuing the Orthodox."

90. While the precise amount of the financial incentives varied, during Peter th Great's
reign some standards were established. For example, in Siberia Ostiaks and Tatar who
converted to Orthodoxy were to be provided a new shirt, some tribute (iasak), and
select privileges from the regional governors: Gramota, 6 December 1711, PSZ, 5:133.

91. F. G. Islaev, Pravoslavnye missionery v Povolzh'e (Kazan', Russia: Tatarskoe knizhno
izdatel'stvo, 1999); and Paul W. Werth, "Coercion and Conversion: Violence an Mass
Baptism of the Volga Peoples, 1740-55," Kritika 4:3 (2003): 543-69.
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Furthermore, it is the long-term progress of integrating the Church
in the years of local accommodation that facilitated the later conver-
sion mission. No Muscovite institution was better suited to monitor
the religious practices of the region's non-Russian population tha the
local Orthodox institutions. After all, these same institutions ha been
monitoring legal practices, economic exchanges, and, to a degree
defensive threats for more than a century. With its authority o the
frontier, the Russian Orthodox Church was positioned both t offer
examples of what could be gained through conversion to Russia
Orthodoxy and what the penalties might be for failure to observ
Orthodox practices.

The Russian Orthodox Church's position in the former Khanat of
Kazan' was both powerful and complex. Accommodation in th short
term became a method of achieving Metropolitan Makarii's clea goal.
While his attacks on the Khanate may have begun as polemic over
time they became a reality. The Russian Orthodox Church foun itself
capable of meeting the challenging conditions of Muscovy's expand
ing frontier and thereby claimed new sacred space, integrated itself
into the lives of the tsar's new subjects, and continued to evolv to
meet the needs of the Orthodox faithful. When the conversion missio
began, it was primarily the result of circumstance and opportunity
rather than the designated outcome of long-term preparation. In the
end, conversion reveals that Russian colonial governance was a joint
project of the Church and state, but this should not be considere a
unified initiative, as their interests were conflicted as often a they
were complimentary.

Finally, the Muscovite conquest of the Khanate of Kazan' serve as
an intriguing Orthodox counterpoint to the process of confessional
ization in Protestant Europe. As in Europe, both Church and state
found it advantageous to encourage the development of a unitar
religious community and a politically centralized state. It is clea that
the former Khanate did not achieve a single religious identity b the
1670s, but the process of mutually reinforcing state centralizatio and
religious unity was under way. As the Church began to monito
religious observances and convert the local population to Orthodoxy
the Orthodox world experienced to at least some degree confession
alization as it occurred in Europe. While the impetus behin this
religious transformation in Muscovy and in Europe emerged from
different Christian traditions and experiences, the results of these
changes suggest that there was common ground in both Easter and
Western Europe. The establishment of the Russian Orthodox Churc
in Kazan', therefore, reveals as much about the development o early
modern Christian traditions as it does about Muscovite colonial policies
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